
February 25, 2022
SENT VIA EMAIL:
Vanessa A. Countryman,
Securities and Exchange Commission,
100 F Street NE, Washington, DC 20549-1090
rule-comments@sec.gov

Regarding: File  No.  S7-02-22 - Comments on Amendments to Regulation  ATS

Dear Ms. Countryman,

Hodder Law Firm, P.A. appreciates the opportunity to present these comments to the Securities and Exchange
Commission (“Commission”) regarding the proposed amendment of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934
(“Exchange Act”) Section 3b-16.

We’ve had the privilege of working with a number of market participants in the digital asset space. My
experience with these people is that they are highly intelligent, sincere, thoughtful, and creative entrepreneurs
seeking to protect investors, maintain fair, orderly, and efficient markets, and facilitate capital formation.

Overly broad definition. While the proposed amendments are specifically directed to Alternative Trading
Systems (“ATSs”) that trade U.S. government securities, National Market Systems stocks and other securities,
Regulation Systems for Compliance and Integrity, the broad definition of “Communication Protocol Systems”
could inadvertently implicate decentralized digital asset exchanges.

Infancy of digital asset market. The digital asset industry is experiencing unprecedented growth, but only
accounts for less than half a percent of the treasuries market. It is inappropriate to saddle this emerging1

technology with the same heavy regulatory regime required of the deepest and most essential bond market on
the planet.2

Unintended Consequences. This proposal could result in an uncertain regulatory environment fraught with
enforcement actions against market participants that are not properly notified that they are conducting any
regulated activities. Once on notice, many of the country’s most highly skilled entrepreneurs may be
incentivized to migrate their businesses to friendlier jurisdictions like El Salvador, leaving the United States
with a brain drain of competent computer engineers and developers. The global demand for blockchain
developers increased by approximately 500% in 2021, with the United States leading the way.3

3 The Blockchain Academy, THE GLOBAL BLOCKCHAIN EMPLOYMENTREPORT, (April 2021)
https://theblockchainacademy.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2021/04/2021-Global-Blockchain-Employment-Repo
rt.pdf

2 SIFMA, US Treasury Securities Statistics SIFMA (February 25, 2022)
https://www.sifma.org/resources/research/us-treasury-securities-statistics/.

1 CoinMarketCap, Total DeFi market cap is 117B, a 17.29% increase over the last day (February 25, 2022)
https://coinmarketcap.com/view/defi/.






